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Introduction

WGS-based techniques are increasingly used in diagnostics and
surveillance of bacterial pathogens. 
Lack of bioinformatics expertise of end-users makes WGS dif�cult to
use. 
Current web-based or commercial solutions have downsides:

Not easy to automate and/or make reproducible and traceable. 
Expensive. 
Incompatible with patient-privacy restrictions.

Objectives

1. Facilitate bacterial identi�cation and characterization
through easy-to-use bioinformatics pipelines that can be
installed locally. 

2. Validate performance of the pipelines and compatibility
with ISO-standards.

Methods

Using snakemake  for work�ow management and parallelization.1
Using conda  for package/environment management. 
Using well-known and trusted bioinformatics tools:

Juno-assembly: trimmomatic ,2 SPAdes ,3 FastQC , bbtools , picard ,
checkM4 and QUAST .5 
Juno-typing: kmerFinder ,6 MLST ,7 SeqSero2 ,8 SerotypeFinder9 and
ShigEIFinder .10 
Juno-annotation: circlator11 and prokka .12 
Juno-resistance: ResFinder  and PointFinder .13 

 
 

Results

Juno  pipelines are:
Compatible with Linux-like systems (including WSL2 for Windows).
Compatible with HPC clusters. 
In use for the diagnostic and surveillance at the RIVM. 
Validated (or in process to validation) according to ISO-standards
(ISO15189 and ISO16140-4).

The use of even partially automated work�ows has already
accelerated our response to outbreaks/calamities. - The code for the
Juno  pipelines are available for download through GitHub

Figure 1: Overview of Juno pipelines. Only features that are fully developed or
in progress are shown.

Figure 2: Validation of Juno-typing to meet ISO-standards. The plots show the
results of the validation for the Salmonella and E. coli serotypers against the
classical serotyping (Agree/Disagree). The Juno-typing  pipelines could also

render a serotype in rough samples which are dif�cult to serotype with
traditonal methods (Undetermined). Validation of the other pipelines is work in

progress.

Figure 3: Time saved while having the automated Juno  pipelines in place. A
“calamity test” was performed to evaluate how fast the technicians could react
in case of an outbreak emergency. 12 samples were analyzed with Webtools +
manual work (no pipelines) or with the Juno  pipelines. At the time of the test,
only the Juno-assembly  was fully automated. Juno-assembly  takes ~30 min to
analyze one full sequencing run (~40 samples) but the 2.6 h depicted in the

�gure take into account the waiting time in the queue of the HPC cluster
(slowed down by the large amount of coronavirus samples). The Juno  pipelines
provide reports in the format used for downstream analyses, accelerating the

whole process. In post-pandemic times and with all pipelines in place, we
expect these times to be further reduced.

Conclusion

Efforts to make use of bioinformatics tools for diagnostics and
surveillance are accelerating the response to outbreaks. Although the
separate tools are available, having validated, logged and easy to use
pipelines like Juno  facilitate the validation, harmonization and
accreditation of the process.
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